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Infanticide (or infant homicide) is the intentional killing of infants.. Parental infanticide researchers have found
that mothers are far more likely than fathers to be the perpetrators of neonaticide and slightly more likely to
commit infanticide in general.. Anthropologist Laila Williamson notes that "Infanticide has been practiced on
every continent and by people on every level of cultural ...
Infanticide - Wikipedia
Child abandonment is the practice of relinquishing interests and claims over one's offspring in an extralegal
way with the intent of never again resuming or reasserting guardianship over them. Typically the phrase is
used to describe the physical abandoning of a child, but it can also include severe cases of neglect and
emotional abandonment, such as in the case of a parent who fails to offer ...
Child abandonment - Wikipedia
Canadian Forces Base Ottawa (North): Originally established as a the Rockcliffe Air Station for the new
Canadian Air Force in 1919 on the shores of the Ottawa River, the same grounds as a former Army rifle
range and training camp that had existed since 1898.
ONTARIO â€“ Canadian Military History
Other things to do? Loads of beer related activities- festivals, etc. in and around the FrÃ¤nkischer Schweiz.
See here for a calendar (in German). Maps of beer/brewery related walking routes in and around the
FrÃ¤nkischer Schweiz here. (in German)
Ex-Pat Living in Germany
Mennonite Historian September 2012 Page 3 Genealogy and Family History It is believed that the man
seated, second from the left, is Peter Lepp (1826-1912).
Mennonite Refugee Camps in Germany, 1921-1951: Historian I
Republic of the Philippines. Although the general macroeconomic outlook improved significantly in recent
years, the economy still faces several long term challenges.
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